1. **Present:**
   Martin (chair) Elizabeth Cary, Jason, Rowan (minutes) Careen, Pippa, Jacky, Nicola. Later - Ceri, Dave and Rocky arrived. No apologies received.

2. **Minutes of last meeting read and approved**

3. **Matters arising:**
   - Web pages – Nicola has updated new page on wiki. Contact her if you have trouble accessing it.
   - EERA Tolly isn’t going to prepare document.
   - Big lunch – put on newsletter Action Nicola?

4. **Environment week**
   **Saturday 13th stall**
   a/ Display. **Rowan** to bring boards and set up with **Martin**. 8.30 ish
   Nicola e-mail **growing community original document** to Pippa
   Pippa to print A3 and bring to steering group meeting on Thursday for Rowan.
   Ceri to bring copies of leaflets to Parkers Piece.
   Nicola to print 100 organic box leaflets and e-mail list of sustainable organisations to **Rowan to print** for Saturday.
   b/ Stall: covered in green plastic grass, seedlings to give away (Martin collecting)
   c/ Challenge for food miles – Martin to buy from supermarket and farmers market, make signs for questions and answers; trug from Pippa, plastic basket from Jacky.
   also - Ceri has booklets from Forest Road to put on stall and one to hand around the group.
   Manning the stall: Martin and Rowan, Pippa, Jacky 11-12, Nicola 1-4, Dave pm.

   **Rosie Cox talk.** Various people will print and distribute leaflet in appropriate places. Link on website. **Martin and Nicola** will introduce the talk, Ceri will greet her.

   **Intro to Transition Cambridge** on Friday 19th June at friend’s meeting House Jesus Lane.

5. **FG publicity** Sub commitee to look at publicity leaflet Jacky, Nicola, Rowan.

6. **EERA** Rob Beardwell response to 21 implementation plan: Nicola will start discussion forum.
7  Garden Share. It’s ticking along, a few new enquiries, no adverse feedback from existing pairings. In autumn plan to do targeted leaflet drop.

8  Grow Your Own. (no-one present to report) Apparently going well – participants are getting involved with other activities. It finishes at the end of July – suggestion of an informal get-together after 3 months or so, October-ish. To be discussed at next meeting (July 1\textsuperscript{st}).

9  Allotments: Dave Fox not present to report. Nicola will put allotment link onto our website in case of enquiries.

10 Permaculture. Ceri had offered to start a permaculture group. We need more people trained in Transition culture, and 3-4 September there will be Transition training: one of the 12 steps is permaculture. Someone called Janet Holden is interested – Ceri will contact her and put out feelers. This is something that could happen at Trumpington orchard.

11 Group funds: £9.12p (?) in kitty. Money (£100+) was spent on printing which will be re-couped after the Rosie Cox event - Anna from the steering group has undertaken that Transition Cambridge will repay. In future printing should be in black and white.

12 Report on party at Nicola’s on June 1\textsuperscript{st}. A very successful and enjoyable event, many thanks to Nicola and her partner for hosting it. Lots of strawberries. The film – Stock Free Agriculture – was well received. We will do it again!

13 Possible preserving events. Sustainable Shelford want to make cider/apple juice with excess apples. Jason knows of someone who has a press who offers services in exchange for share of produce. Cam Valley orchards do something similar. Possible jam making event when strawberries, raspberries, plums are in season but no-one offered to host or arrange it – this item should be discussed at next meeting (July 1\textsuperscript{st}). Waste from supermarkets in general to be discussed also.

13b Link with Just Living directory of ethical companies – it’s info overlaps with ours – link on website. Jacky to register us with them.

14 Donarbon’s compost – Has plastic in it – but does improve moisture retention. Not good for onions. No action to be taken.

15 Future events. Hold over discussion to next meeting (July 1\textsuperscript{st}). Suggestion for Open garden weekend next year.

16 Next meeting JULY 1\textsuperscript{ST} (3 weeks away) 7.30 at Geldart, Martin to chair.

AOB Any ideas for a succinct Mission Statement to be put on discussion group